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Notes

1. Materials held in the Evans Library are scattered: scholars may need to consult official
documents, commercially published works, microforms and newspaper or periodical articles.

2. Many materials are only available in the original manuscripts, in Washington or elsewhere.

3. Some materials are classified, or were classified at the time other materials were published.

4. Many documents have disappeared over time, leaving gaps in the record.


6. Information is often distributed, or policies decided, by persons other than the President.

7. Pre and Post Administration materials, including campaign publications, may be informative,
but hard to access.

8. The years from 1923 to 1929 present special problems.

9. Vice-Presidential materials are often hard to find.

10. Much of this material is poorly indexed. Older material may not consider contemporary
issues (e.g., "women's rights," "environmental policies," etc.)
PRESIDENTIAL PAPERS

The Library has copies of the papers of many Presidents in book form or in microform. Contents vary for each set, but typical materials included are drafts of speeches, diaries, scrapbooks, copies of incoming and outgoing letters, and similar materials. Some sets include not only materials written during the President's term of office, but also earlier and later documents. Some sets reproduce printed or manuscript reports from federal agencies. Consult the appropriate index for more details about the contents of each set.

The Library of Congress houses manuscript collections for most Presidents from George Washington through Calvin Coolidge, with the notable exception of a few Presidents, including Rutherford B. Hayes. Papers in the sets of Presidential papers filmed by the Library of Congress are usually arranged first by type of manuscript and then in chronological order.

Beginning with Herbert Hoover, the papers of the Presidents have been housed in special Presidential libraries. Materials in those libraries have been microfilmed on a far more selective basis than were the papers of earlier Presidents.

GENERAL SOURCES

General Reference:


Executive Orders:

CIS Index to Presidential Executive Orders & Proclamations: Part I:

CIS Index to Presidential Executive Orders & Proclamations: Part II: Mar. 4, 1921 to Dec. 31, 1983: Warren Harding to Ronald Reagan. Evans Ref Z / 1249 / P7 / C47 / 1986. Although this set provides excellent subject access, it can be frustrating to use, since sources for
executive orders and proclamations may be unclear.

**Code of Federal Regulations: Title 3: The President.** Documents: shelved before the CFR at Evans Ref Docs AE 2.106/3:. Covers 1936+. These volumes compile Presidential orders, proclamations, etc. issued each year.

**Codification of Presidential Proclamations and Executive Orders.** Covers 1945-1989. Evans Ref Docs AE 2.113:.

**Federal Register.** Evans Ref AE 2.106 (paper; older copies on microfilm in Documents collection). Since 1936, most executive orders have been published here.


**Presidential Executive Orders, Numbered 1-8030 (1862-1938).** Evans Ref Z / 6455 / A4 / H5; also as Fiche Z / 6455 / A4 / H5 Microtext. This is an index only.

**Public Papers of the President (Evans Ref GS 4.113:) & Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents (Evans Ref GS 4.114:).** Contain many executive orders, beginning with Presidents Hoover and Truman, and continuing to the present.

**Statutes at Large.** More recent volumes in paper copy (Evans Ref Docs AE 2.111:) and older copies on microfiche in Documents (AE 2.111:). Older volumes include many (but not all) executive orders.

**United States Code (Evans Ref Y 1.2/5:) and United States Code Annotated (Evans Ref KF / 62 / 1927 / W45) cite (and sometimes include) selected executive orders.**

**Presidential Determinations and Similar Works**

Over time, many different series of Presidential documents have been issued. These include series such as National Security Defense Directives (NSDD), Presidential Decision Directives (PDD), Presidential Directives (PD), etc. Although some such orders appear in the Federal Register or in the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents, many of them are not made public at the time they are promulgated. Some previously classified orders appear in the microfilm collections of documents from the National Security Council.

**Speeches:**

**Speech Index** (and supplement). AI / 3 / S85 / 1966 (Evans stacks). Indexes many speeches by U.S. Presidents from 1789 to 1980.
Campaign Speeches of American Presidential Candidates:


Chief Executive; Inaugural Addresses of the President of the United States, from George Washington to Lyndon B. Johnson. J / 81 / C65 (Evans stacks).


House Journal (U.S. Congress. House of Representatives). Documents. Includes the text of many messages, including the state of the union address.


Inaugural Addresses of the Presidents of the United States.

- 1789-1965: DOCS Serial Set # 12677-1, doc. # 51.
- 1789-1973: DOCS Serial Set # 13034-10, doc. # 93-208
- 1789-1989: DOCS Serial Set # 13914

Newspapers. Washington, D.C. newspapers usually print the text of each President's inaugural address, usually on the day after the inauguration. From 1789 to 1933, Presidents were inaugurated on Mar. 4th; since 1937, Presidents have been inaugurated on Jan. 20th.

The Presidents ... Their Inaugural Addresses (1968). J / 81 / C6.86 (Evans stacks).

Representative American Speeches. PS / 668 / B3 (Evans stacks). Annual; began publication with volume for 1937/38. Includes the text of selected major speeches.


U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News. Evans Ref KF / 48 / U5. Library has 1957 forward in paper copy; volumes for 1941-1956 are available as Fiche/S/1150. Includes texts of executive orders and selected major messages, including inaugural addresses and state of the union messages.

Vital Speeches of the Day. PN / 6121 / V52 (1934-1962 and current issues); Film PN / 6121 / V52 (1962+). Issued twice a month. Includes the text of selected speeches.
INDIVIDUAL PRESIDENTS

Check LibCat, plus various indexes in the Microforms and Evans Reference, to identify other relevant works. Check under the names of the President, Vice President(s), cabinet officials, any other close advisors, and members of the President's family.

1789-1797: GEORGE WASHINGTON

Also see: John Adams (Washington's Vice-President)

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.
Coe, Joseph, The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839. Fiche / C / 4360.
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. (Covers 1789 to about 1902). DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.
Hamilton served as Secretary of the Treasury under Washington, from 1789-1795.
Index to the George Washington Papers. DOCS LC 4.7: W27. Indexes a microfilm collection which the library does not own; most materials are available in one or more of the published collections of papers. For an electronic edition of his papers, see: The complete George Washington Papers collection from the Manuscript Division at the Library of Congress consists of approximately 65,000 documents. Document types in the collection as a whole include correspondence, letterbooks, commonplace books, diaries, journals, financial account books, military records, reports, and notes accumulated by Washington from 1741 through 1799. The collection is organized into eight Series or groupings. This is part of the American Memory collection, at: http://memory.loc.gov/
Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841). J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.
Papers of George Washington. Evans stacks.
  Confederation Series. E / 312.7 / 1992
  Presidential Series. E / 312.72 / 1987b
Revolutionary War Series. E / 312.72 / 1985

1797-1801: JOHN ADAMS

Also see Thomas Jefferson (Adam's vice-president)

Adams, Abigail, Letters of Mrs. Adams, the Wife of John Adams (1840). E / 322.1 / A3 (Evans stacks).
American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche/B/552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.
Coe, Joseph, The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839. Fiche/C/4360.
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. (Covers 1789 to about 1902). DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents which contains messages and papers George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.
Legal Papers of John Adams. KF / 213 / A2.9 / W7 (Evans stacks).
Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841). J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.
The Works of John Adams. Film / B / 1512, reels 269-270.

1801-1809: THOMAS JEFFERSON

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.
Burr, Aaron, Papers of Aaron Burr. Film E / 302 / B9. Burr was Jefferson's Vice-President.
Burr, Aaron, Political Correspondence and Public Papers of Aaron Burr. E / 302 / B92 / 1983 (Evans stacks).
Calendar of the Correspondence of Thomas Jefferson. E / 302 / J453 (Evans stacks); also as Documents U.S. Serial Set # 4383.
Coe, Joseph, The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839. Fiche/C/4360.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, which contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


Lipscomb, Andrew A. The Writings of Thomas Jefferson E / 302 / J4.685 (Evans stacks).

Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841). J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.


Thomas Jefferson Papers. Film E / 302 / J44 / 1974; Index: Microforms Ref E / 332.85 / 1976. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:J35. For an electronic edition of his papers see: The complete Thomas Jefferson Papers from the Manuscript Division at the Library of Congress consists of approximately 27,000 documents, including correspondence, commonplace books, financial account books, and manuscript volumes. The collection is organized into nine series or groupings, ranging in date from 1606 to 1827. Correspondence, memoranda, notes, and drafts of documents make up two-thirds of the papers and document Jefferson's activities as a delegate to the second Continental Congress, his drafting of the Declaration of Independence, in 1776, his position as governor of Virginia, 1779-81, his return to Congress as a representative, 1783-84, and his appointment as minister plenipotentiary in Europe and then minister to the Court of Louis XVI, succeeding Benjamin Franklin, 1784-89. This is part of the American Memory collection, at: http://memory.loc.gov

The Writings of Thomas Jefferson. E / 302 / J47 / 1857 (Evans stacks)

1809-1817: JAMES MADISON

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche/B/552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

Calendar of the Correspondence of James Madison. E / 302 / M16 / 1970 (Evans stacks); also as Documents Microfiche Serial Set # 4381.

Coe, Joseph, The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839. Fiche/C/4360.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The
**Presidential Papers** (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the *Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents*, which contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**James Madison Papers.** Film E / 302 / M19 / 1964; Index: Microforms Reference E / 302 / M199 / L53 / 1965. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:M26.

**Life and Writings of Alexander James Dallas** (1871). Film / B / 1512, reel 315, item 6. Served as Secretary of the Treasury from 1814 to 1816.

**Memoirs and Letters of Dolly Madison.** E / 342.1 / M18 / 1971 (Evans stacks); also as E / 342.1 / M18 / 1886a (Evans stacks).


**Papers of James Madison.** E / 302 / M1.9 (Evans stacks).

**The Papers of James Madison.** JK / 111 / M23 / 1842 (Evans stacks).


1817-1825: JAMES MONROE

**American's Own Book ...** (1855). Fiche/B/552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

**Calendar of the Correspondence of James Monroe.** E / 371 / M75 (Evans stacks); also in Documents, Microfiche Serial Set #4380, doc. #620.

Coe, Joseph, *The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839*. Fiche / C / 4360.

**A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.** Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: **The Presidential Papers** (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the *Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents*. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**A Comprehensive Catalogue of the Correspondence and Papers of James Monroe.** E / 302 / M74 / P74 / 2001 (Evans stacks).

**James Monroe Papers.** Film E / 337.8 / M66; Index: Microforms Reference E / 302 / M72 / L53 / 1963. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:M75.


**The Papers of James Monroe.** E / 302 / M74 / 2003 (Evans stacks).
The Papers of John C. Calhoun.  E / 337.8 / C1.48 (Evans stacks). Calhoun was Secretary of State under Monroe and Vice-President under John Quincy Adams.

1825-1829: JOHN QUINCY ADAMS

American's Own Book ... (1855).  Fiche / B / 552.  Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

Coe, Joseph, *The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839*.  Fiche/C/4360.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.  Covers 1789 to about 1902.  DOCS Y4 P93/1:  ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11.  Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923).  For an electronic version of this set, see: *The Presidential Papers* (1995).  Library LAN.  This database, created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841).  J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.

The Papers of Henry Clay.  E / 337.8 / C5.97 (Evans stacks). Clay was Secretary of State under John Quincy Adams.

The Papers of John C. Calhoun.  E / 337.8 / C1.48 (Evans stacks). Calhoun was Secretary of State under Monroe and Vice-President under John Quincy Adams.

Writings of John Quincy Adams.  E / 337.8 / A21 (Evans stacks).

1829-1837: ANDREW JACKSON

Also see Van Buren (vice-president from 1833-1837)

American's Own Book ... (1855).  Fiche / B / 552.  Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.


Coe, Joseph, *The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839*.  Fiche/C/4360.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.  Covers 1789 to about 1902.  DOCS Y4 P93/1:  ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11.  Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923).  For an electronic version of this set, see: *The Presidential Papers* (1995).  Library LAN.  Contains a database created from the
Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Correspondence of Andrew Jackson. E / 382 / J1.15 (Evans stacks).


Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841). J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.


1837-1841: MARTIN VAN BUREN

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche/B/552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

Calendar of the Correspondence of Martin Van Buren. Evans Ref LC 4.2:V18.

Coe, Joseph, The True American; Containing the Inaugural Addresses, Together with the First Annual Addresses and Messages of All the Presidents ... From 1789 to 1839. s Fiche / C / 4360.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, which contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Martin Van Buren Papers. Film E / 337.8 / V36; index not published.

Messages of the Presidents of the United States... (1841). J / 81 / A41 (Evans stacks). Covers Washington to Van Buren.

The Papers of Martin Van Buren: Guide and Index to General Correspondence and Miscellaneous Documents. E / 337.8 / W47 /1989 (Evans stacks). Indexes a commercially published microfilm collection of Van Buren's papers, which the Evans Library does not own.

Writings of Levi Woodbury, LL.D. Political, Judicial and Literary (1852). Microfilm / B / 1512 reel 271, item 1. He was Secretary of the Treasury from 1837 to 1841.

1841-1841: WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON

Also see John Tyler (Harrison's vice-president)

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


The Papers of Daniel Webster. E / 337.8 / W373 (Evans stacks). Webster was Secretary of State for William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, and Millard Fillmore.

William Henry Harrison Papers. Film E / 337.8 / H37; Index: Microforms Ref E / 337.8 / H37 / L53 / 1960. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:H24.

1841-1845: JOHN TYLER

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

John Tyler Papers. Film E / 337.8 / T95; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / T95 / U5.


The Papers of Daniel Webster. E / 337.8 / W373 (Evans stacks). Webster was Secretary of State for William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, and Millard Fillmore.

Writings of Hugh Swinton Legare ... AC / 8 / L4 (Evans stacks); also as Film/B/ 1512, reel 315, item # 4. Served as U.S. Attorney General.

1845-1849: JAMES K. POLK

American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche/C/15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers
of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**Correspondence of James K. Polk.** E / 337.8 / P63 (Evans stacks).
**Diary of James K. Polk.** E / 416 / P7.6 (Evans stacks).
**James K. Polk Papers.** Film E / 415.6 / P65 / 1964; **Index:** Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / P6 / L6. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:P75.

**1849-1850: ZACHARY TAYLOR**

Also see Millard Fillmore (Taylor's Vice-President)

**American's Own Book ...** (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

**A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.** Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: **The Presidential Papers** (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the **Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.** It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**Letters of Zachary Taylor, From the Battle-Fields of the Mexican War.** Cushing Library / Ragan Military Collection E / 415 / T24 / 1908.

**Zachary Taylor Papers.** Film J / 82 / B4; **Index:** Microforms Reference Z / 8863.5 / U5.

**1850-1853: MILLARD FILLMORE**

**American's Own Book ...** (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

**A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.** Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: **The Presidential Papers** (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the **Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.** It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


**The Papers of Daniel Webster.** E / 337.8 / W373 (Evans stacks). Webster was Secretary of State for William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, and Millard Fillmore.

**1853-1857: FRANKLIN PIERCE**
American's Own Book ... (1855). Fiche / B / 552. Contains the inaugural addresses and first annual messages for all President's from Washington to Pierce.

Calendar of the Papers of Franklin Pierce. Documents LC 4.2: P61.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Franklin Pierce Papers. Film E / 415.6 / P6 / 1959; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / P54 / U5. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:P61.

Jefferson Davis, Constitutionalist, His Letters, Papers, and Speeches. 308.1 / D262 (Evans stacks). Secretary of War under Pierce.

1857-1861: JAMES BUCHANAN

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


Messages of President Buchanan. J / 82 / B7 / 1888 (Evans stacks).


1861-1865: ABRAHAM LINCOLN

Also see Andrew Johnson (vice-president, 1865)

Abraham Lincoln Papers. Film/A/365; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 8505 / U53. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:L63. For an electronic edition of his papers, see: The complete Abraham Lincoln Papers at the Library of Congress consists of approximately 20,000 documents. The collection is organized into three "General Correspondence" series which include incoming and outgoing correspondence and enclosures, drafts of speeches, and notes and
printed material. Most of the 20,000 items are from the 1850s through Lincoln's presidential years, 1860-65. This is part of the American Memory collection, at: http://memory.loc.gov/


A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Diary of Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy Under Lincoln and Johnson. E / 468 / W44 (Evans stacks); also as Film / B / 1512, reel 503, item # 1.

Fox, Gustavus, Confidential Correspondence of Gustavus Vasa Fox, Asistant Secretary of the Navy, 1861-1865. E / 591 / F79 (Evans stacks).

Inside Lincoln's Cabinet: the Civil War Diaries of Salmon P. Chase. E / 415.9 / C4 / A3 (Evans stacks); also in Cushing Library. Secretary of Treasury, 1861-1864.


1865-1869: ANDREW JOHNSON

Andrew Johnson Papers. Film J / 82 / B9; Index (Microforms Reference E / 337.8 / J39 / L53 / 1967). Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:J63.

Arguments and Speeches of William Maxwell Evarts. 815 / E92 (Evans stacks). Served as U.S. Attorney General, 1868-1869 and as Secretary of State, 1877-1881.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of the above, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Diary of Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy Under Lincoln and Johnson. E / 468 / W44 (Evans stacks); also as Film / B / 1512, reel 503, item # 1.


Speeches of Andrew Johnson, President of the United States. E / 415.6 / J67 (Evans stacks); also as Fiche / C / 5385.

1869-1877: ULYSSES S. GRANT
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of the above, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

General Grant's Letters to a Friend (1897). E / 672 / G762 (Evans stacks).

Letters of Ulysses S. Grant to His Father and His Youngest Sister, 1857-1878 (1912). E / 672 / G764 (Evans stacks).


Papers of Ulysses S. Grant. E / 660 / G7.4 (Evans stacks).

Ulysses S. Grant Papers. Film E / 660 / G756 / 1964; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / G76 / U5 / 1965; another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:G76.

1877-1881: RUTHERFORD B. HAYES

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center (http://www.rbhayes.org/) has posted various transcribed diaries and letters, not only of Hayes but also of other people, such as his wife.


A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of the above, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Hayes: The Diary of a President. E / 682 / H48 (Evans stacks).

Speeches, Correspondence and Political Papers of Carl Schurz (1913). E / 660 / S39 (Evans stacks). Secretary of the Interior.

Teach the Freeman: the Correspondence of Rutherford B. Hayes and the Slater Fund for Negro Education, 1881-1887. LC / 2702 / J6 (Evans stacks).

Writings and Speeches of Samuel J. Tilden. E / 415.6 / T57 (Evans stacks).

1881-1881: JAMES ABRAM GARFIELD

Also see: Chester Arthur (vice-president, 1881)

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902.
DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

The Diary of James A. Garfield. E / 660 / G7.4 (Evans stacks).
Index to the James A. Garfield Papers. DOCS LC 4.7: G18. Library does not own the microfilm this index covers.
Life and Letters of James Abram Garfield. Microfiche / C / 12,165.

1881-1885: CHESTER ARTHUR

Chester Arthur Papers. Film E / 660 / A78 / 1959; Index: Microforms Reference E / 660 / A78 / 1959 /Guide. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:Ar7.

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of the above, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

1885-1889:
1893-1897: GROVER CLEVELAND

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Covers 1789 to about 1902. DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11. Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923). For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Grover Cleveland Papers. Film E / 696 / C62; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / C6 /
Writings and Speeches of Grover Cleveland.  E / 696 / C61 / 1892 (Evans stacks).

1889-1893: BENJAMIN HARRISON

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.  Covers 1789 to about 1902.  DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11.  Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923).  For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995).  Library LAN.  Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.  It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.
Correspondence Between Benjamin Harrison and James G. Blaine, 1882-1893.  E / 702 / H36 (Evans stacks).
Index to the Benjamin Harrison Papers.  DOCS LC 4.7: H24/2.  Library does not own the microfilm this index covers.
Public Papers and Addresses of Benjamin Harrison.  Microfilm / B / 1512, reel 344, item # 3.  Speeches of Benjamin Harrison ...  E / 660 / H29 (Evans stacks).

1897-1901: WILLIAM McKinLEY

Also see: Theodore Roosevelt (McKinley's vice-president)

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents.  Covers 1789 to about 1902.  DOCS Y4 P93/1: ; also as U.S. Serial Set # 3265/1-3265/11.  Another edition as Fiche / C / 15,698 (covers 1789 to 1923).  For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995).  Library LAN.  Database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents, which contains messages and papers of Washington through Taft, and also the public papers of Hoover through part of Clinton’s administration.
Life and Speeches of William McKinley (1896).  E / 660 / M15 (Evans stacks).  From the period prior to his election as President.
William McKinley Papers.  Film E / 660 / M14; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / M18 / U5.  Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:M21.
Speeches and Addresses of William McKinley, from March 1, 1897 to May 30, 1900.  E / 660 / M17 / 1900 (Evans stacks).

1901-1909: THEODORE ROOSEVELT
A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Fiche / C / 15,698. Covers 1789 to 1923. For an electronic version of this work, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


Theodore Roosevelt Papers. Film E / 660 / R7 / 1967; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / R73 / U5. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:R67.


1909-1913: WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Fiche / C / 15,698. Covers 1789 to 1923. For an electronic version of this work, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. Contains a database created from the Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


William Howard Taft Papers. Film E / 660 / T11 / 1969; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / T18 / L5. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:T12.

1913-1921: WOODROW WILSON

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Fiche / C / 15,698. Covers 1789 to 1923.


House, Edward A., Intimate Papers of Colonel House. E / 766 / H85 (Evans stacks); also in Cushing Library E / 766 / H85. House was a close advisor to Wilson.

Houston, David F., Eight Years With Wilson's Cabinet, 1913 to 1920, With a Personal Estimate of the President. E / 766 / H86 (Evans stacks).


President Wilson's State Papers and Addresses (1918). J / 82 / D2 / 1918 (Evans stacks).

Wilson, Woodrow, A Crossroads of Freedom, the 1912 Campaign Speeches. E / 765 / W5 (Evans stacks).


Woodrow Wilson Papers. Film E / 660 / W71; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / W53 / U54. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:W69.

1921-1923: WARREN G. HARDING

Also see: Calvin Coolidge (Harding's vice-president)

A Compilation of the Messages and Papers of the Presidents. Fiche / C / 15,698. Covers 1789 to 1923.


1923-1929: CALVIN COOLIDGE

Calvin Coolidge Papers. Microfilm / B / 3804; Index: Microforms Reference Z / 6616 / C78 / U5. Another copy of the index (which can be checked out) is located under Documents LC 4.7:C77.

Coolidge, Calvin, The Price of Freedom; Speeches and Addresses. E / 660 / C725 (Evans stacks).

Dawes, Charles G., Notes as Vice-President, 1928-1929. E / 748 / D22 / D22 (Evans stacks).


Have Faith in Massachusetts; A Collection of Speeches and Messages... (1919). F / 70 / C77 (Evans stacks).

United States Daily (March 1926-May 1933). Film JK / 1 / U649. Magazine which reported news concerning all branches of the federal government; includes some executive orders, Presidential messages, etc. Some volumes have annual indexes on the microfilm.

Your Son, Calvin Coolidge; a Selection of Letters from Calvin Coolidge to His Father. E / 742.5 / C76 / 1968 (Evans stacks).

1929-1933: HERBERT HOOVER

Herbert Hoover Presidential Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources. http://hoover.archives.gov/

Herbert Hoover, A Register of His Papers in the Hoover Institution Archives. Z / 6616 /
Herbert Hoover Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.2.

The Memoirs of Herbert Hoover. E / 802 / H7 (Evans stacks).
Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

Smith, Alfred E., Campaign Addresses of Governor Alfred E. Smith, Democratic Candidate for President, 1928. E / 796 / S64 (Evans stacks).
State Papers and Other Public Writings of Herbert Hoover. E / 801 / H66 / 1934 (Evans stacks).

United States Daily (March 1926-May 1933). Film JK / 1 / U649. Magazine which reported news concerning all branches of the federal government; includes some executive orders, Presidential messages, etc. Some volumes have annual indexes on the microfilm.

1933-1945: FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

Also see: Harry Truman (vice-president, 1945)

Franklin D. Roosevelt Presidential Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources. http://www.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/

Franklin Delano Roosevelt Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.3.
Diary of an assistant to FDR.


**Map Room Messages of President Roosevelt (1939-1945).** Microfilm/A/381; **Guide:** Microforms Ref E / 806 / G8.

**Nothing to Fear; The Selected Addresses of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1932-1945.** E / 806 / R7445 / 1970.


**Presidential Diaries of Henry Morgenthau, Jr.** Microfilm/ A/366; **Guide:** Microforms Reference E/806/G8.


**Public Papers and Addresses of Franklin D. Roosevelt.** E / 809 / R749 (Evans stacks). Library only owns volumes 1-5 and volumes 10-13, which cover the years 1928 to 1936 and 1941 to 1945. For a COMPLETE electronic version of the above, see: **The Presidential Papers** (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**Roosevelt and Churchill; Their Secret Wartime Correspondence.** E / 807 / A4 / 1975 (Evans stacks).

**Roosevelt and Frankfurter: Their Correspondence, 1928-1945.** E / 807 / R656 (Evans stacks). Felix Frankfurter.


**Roosevelt's Foreign Policy, 1933-1941; Franklin D. Roosevelt's Unedited Speeches and Messages.** E / 744 / R78 (Evans stacks).


**White House Press Conferences of Eleanor Roosevelt.** E / 807.1 / R46 / 198 (Evans stacks).

**1945-1953: HARRY S TRUMAN**

**Truman Presidential Library and Museum.** Webpage includes various resources.
http://www.trumanlibrary.org/


**Documentary History of the Truman Presidency.** E / 813 / D56 / 1995 (Evans stacks). Harry S. Truman Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.4.


**Map Room Messages of President Truman (1945-1946).** Film E / 813 / M37; Guide: Microforms Reference E / 813 / M37 / Guide


**Miracle of '48: Harry Truman's Major Campaign Speeches & Selected Whistle-Stops.** E / 742.5 / T65 / 2003 (Evans stacks)


**President Harry S. Truman's Office Files, 1945-1953.** Microfilm/B/3786. Library has parts 1-5.

**Guides:**

- **Part 1: Political File.** Microforms Ref E/814/A346
- **Part 2: Correspondence File.** Microforms Ref E/814/A346
- **Part 3: Subject File.** Microforms Ref E/814/A346
- **Part 4: Korean War Files.** Microforms Ref E/814/A346
- **Part 5: Truman Diaries and Handwritten Notes Files.**

**Public Papers of the President.** Microforms Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: *The Presidential Papers* (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

**1953-1961: DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER**

Also see: Richard Nixon (Eisenhower's Vice-President)
Dwight D. Eisenhower Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources.  
http://www.eisenhower.archives.gov/


Dwight David Eisenhower Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.5.

The Eisenhower Administration, 1953-1961; A Documentary History.  E / 835 / B685 (Evans stacks).


Humphrey, George M., Basic Papers of George M. Humphrey as Secretary of the Treasury, 1953-1957.  F / 486 / W58 / no.119 (Evans stacks).


Morrow, E. Frederic.  Black Man in the White House; A Diary of the Eisenhower Years by the Administrative Officer for Special Projects, the White House, 1955-1961.  325.26 / M883b (Evans stacks).


parts 1-2. **Guides:**


**President's Words.** E / 835 / S5 (Evans stacks). Subject index to statements by Eisenhower, from June 1952 to Jan. 1961. Cites place and date of statement, but not where to locate text.

**Public Papers of the President.** Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: *The Presidential Papers* (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton's administration.


Stevenson, Adlai E., **Major Campaign Speeches, 1952.** 329.01 / S847m (Evans stacks). Stevenson, a Democrat, ran against Eisenhower.

**1961-1963: JOHN F. KENNEDY**

Also see: Lyndon Johnson (Kennedy's vice-president)

**John F. Kennedy Library and Museum.** Webpage includes various resources. [http://www.jfklibrary.org/](http://www.jfklibrary.org/)

**Appointment Book of President Kennedy.** Film E / 842 / G8; Guide: Microforms Ref E / 842 / G8 / Guide.


**John F. Kennedy 1960 Campaign.** Microfilm / B / 3680. Library has parts 1-2.


Part 1: The White House and Executive Departments.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy; A Compilation of Statements and Speeches Made During His Service in the United States Senate and House of Representatives. DOCS Serial Set # 12626-3.

John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.6.

Kennedy and the Press; the News Conferences. E / 841 / K37 (Evans stacks).

President John F. Kennedy's Office Files, 1961-1963. Library has parts 1-5. Microfilm / B / 3791. Guides:


President Kennedy and the Press. Microfilm / A / 379.


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton's administration.


1963-1969: LYNDON B. JOHNSON

Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources.
http://www.lbjlib.utexas.edu/

Crises in Panama and the Dominican Republic. F / 1566.4 / U6 / C75; Guide: Microforms Ref E / 183.8 / P2 / G7.


Goldwater, Barry, *Campaign Newspapers*.  

**History of the Department of Justice.** Film JK / 873 / H571. **Guide:** Microforms Ref JK / 873 / G8.  


**Hubert H. Humphrey Papers:** A Summary Guide, Including the Papers of Muriel Buck Humphrey Brown. Z / 6616 / H745 / M56 / 1983. Humphrey was LBJ's Vice-President.  


**Johnson Presidential Press Conferences.** E / 846 / J56 / 1978 (Evans stacks)  

**LBJ Clip File.** Microfilm / B / 1669.  

**Lyndon B. Johnson National Security Files, 1963-1969:**  
- **Committee File.** Film/B/3843. Guide: Microforms Ref UA / 23 / L93  

Lyndon Baines Johnson Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the *National Inventory of Documentary Sources* (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.7.  


**Minutes and Documents of the Cabinet Meetings of President Johnson.** Microfilm/A/378. **Guide:** Microforms Ref E / 846 / G8.  


- **Part 2: The Congress, the Judiciary, Public Figures, and Private Individuals.**  


**Public Papers of the President.** Evans Ref Docs GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this
set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.

A Time for Action; A Selection from the Speeches and Writings of Lyndon B. Johnson, 1953-69. E / 742.5 / J6 (Evans stacks).


1969-1974: RICHARD M. NIXON

Collected Speeches of Spiro Agnew (1971). E / 840.8 / A34 / A48 (Evans stacks). Agnew was Nixon's first Vice-President.


McGovern, George, An American Journey; the Presidential Campaign Speeches of George McGovern. E / 840.8 / M34 / A52 (Evans stacks).


Nixon; the ... Year of His Presidency. Includes the text of selected messages and statements, transcripts of news conferences, etc. Evans stacks.

First Year. E / 855 / N48.

Third Year. E / 855 / N493.

Fourth Year. E / 855 / N494.

Fifth Year. E / 855 / N475.

Official Transcript of the Watergate Trial. Film / B / 2127.

Papers of the Nixon White House. Microfiche / C / 10,713. Library has Parts 1-8. Guides:


Part 2, The President's Meeting File, 1969-1974. Library does not have this guide, but does have the microfilm.


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton's administration.


Weekly Newsletter (National Citizens' Committee for Fairness to the Presidency). June 28-Aug. 30, 1974. Microfilm/ S/2595, reel 96, file P-30. Magazine was dedicated to defending Nixon against Watergate and related charges. After Nixon's resignation, the magazine was continued by United States Citizens Congress (Microfilm/S/2595, reel 137, file U-8), which continued to enlist support for Nixon.

1974-1977: GERALD R. FORD


Gerald R. Ford Library. Selected finding aids to papers housed in that library are filed in the National Inventory of Documentary Sources (Microtext) under numbers beginning with 1.8.

The Presidential Campaign 1976.


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


1977-1981: JIMMY CARTER

Jimmy Carter Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources. 
http://www.jimmycarterlibrary.org/


The Presidential Campaign 1976.


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


1981-1989: RONALD REAGAN

Also see: George Bush (Reagan's Vice-President)


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


1989-1993: GEORGE BUSH

George Bush Presidential Library and Museum. Webpage includes various resources. http://bushlibrary.tamu.edu/


Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


1993-2001: BILL CLINTON

Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref GS 4.113. For an electronic version of this set, see: The Presidential Papers (1995). Library LAN. It contains messages and papers of George Washington through William Howard Taft, and also the public papers of Herbert Hoover through part of Bill Clinton’s administration.


2001-     : GEORGE W. BUSH

Public Papers of the President. Evans Ref DOCS GS 4.113.